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Abstract
Since the 60s the semiconductor industry has successfully been able to keep pace with
Moore’s Law due to the effective scaling of the silicon-based transistor. However, as scaling
technology improves, passive power density has begun to dominate the overall power consumption
of transistors. The inability to scale power density alongside the decreasing transistor dimensions
has hindered the efficiency trend observed in the last decades. Thus, new alternatives have been
researched to overcome the current power crisis. Micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS)
actuators offer excellent on/off ratios with very steep transitions. Furthermore, two-dimensional
transition-metal dichalcogenide (TMD) materials have been studied due to their intrinsic
properties, such as their relatively high strength and tunable bandgap resulting from mechanical
strain. Semiconducting TMDs can switch between semiconducting to metallic state based on the
uniaxial tensile strain they are subjected to. Furthermore, devices which exploit the bandgap
tunability of the TMDs to enhance their conductivity have not been thoroughly explored. In this
thesis, MEMS comb actuators were designed and simulated to achieve high electrostatic forces to
mechanically strain the considerably stiff TMDs.
Comb-drive actuators were successfully designed for SOI and SiGe MEMS processes. A
strain of 6% is predicted in the MoS2 bilayer at sub-100 Volt operation for both cases. The SOI
process has the advantage of a simpler fabrication process and greater stability due to the thicker
device layer. On the other hand, the SiGe process has the potential for lower voltage actuation in
the vertical direction due to a much thinner oxide layer.
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Chapter 1: Introduction & Motivation
1.1 LIMITATIONS OF CMOS
The complexity of our ever-evolving electronic devices has been made possible in great
part by the semiconductor industry which has preserved a scaling trend of Complementary Metal
Oxide Semiconductors (CMOS) transistors to follow Moore’s Law. Transistors are the foundation
of the integrated circuits and therefore all electronics, in 1965, their minimum feature size was
50um, totaling about 50 components per chip. [1] Doubling the number of transistors per chip
every two years has allowed current minimum feature size to be in the nanometer range and the
transistor count to be in the billions. [1] Materializing Moore’s law as a result of design (i.e.
dimension miniaturization) and evolution of fabrication capabilities has enabled the advancements
observed in performance and functionality while continuously lowering costs.
The success in following Moore’s Law has allowed technology to flourish and reshape the
landscape of our society. Enhancements in performance at lower costs has facilitated
advancements in various technological sectors, such as mobile internet, cloud computing and data
analytics. [2] In turn the advancements in these technologies has greatly accelerated the demand
and proliferation of electronics in society for a wide variety of applications.
However, while the complexity and sophistication of electronics has grown at
unprecedented rates due to incessant miniaturization of transistor dimensions, the power consumed
by the MOS transistors have no longer scaled since the turn of the century. Augmenting power
consumption, due mainly to static power dissipation has continued to increase as the dimensions
of devices have been reduced. This poses a serious energy consumption problem as the
proliferation of electronics continues.
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The rise of cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, is a prime example of how the use of modern
electronic technologies are creating a power consumption problem. Cryptocurrency is electronic
or virtual money. Unlike physical currency which requires banks, or a middle man in order to
execute transactions, virtual money is decentralized and does not require third parties in order to
carry out a secure transaction. [3] The backbone of cryptocurrencies is Blockchain technology
which is essentially a public electronic ledger that is open for anyone in the world to see and
change. [4] The way cryptocurrencies use Blockchain technology is by creating records of each
transaction in the open ledger. A “block” is a record of various transactions which contains the
necessary information concerning the exchange and overall business activity. Upon the creation
of the block, it is made public to all the computers on the network. Once a block is created it is
linked to previous transactions, therefore blocks thus creating a “block-chain”. [5] Although seeing
the information stored in the block-chain is easy, creating a block that includes the information of
various transactions can be computationally costly. The computers in the bitcoin network are
referred to as nodes, some of which are “miners”, meaning they are responsible for the verification
of transactions in order to create blocks. The creation of blocks requires substantial computational
resources due to the straining amount of calculation required for their creation. [5]. A major cost
to miners is the electricity consumed by their computers, this is due to the hefty computational
resources needed to create and authenticate the information of new blocks. The time and power
required to create and verify information pertaining to each transaction will continue to rise as a
result of the increasing number of users, and therefore rising business activity. While global use
of cryptocurrencies may still be in its infancy stages, the power consumed currently is already
greater than certain small countries, according to estimates from Digiconomist, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Figure 1 shows that the power consumed by Bitcoin already surpasses that of the Czech
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Republic. This is just one example that showcases the need for greater efficiency in electronics is
fundamental to the evolution of technology.

Figure 1: Bitcoin’s energy consumption
The increase in static power dissipation is a major limitation to further miniaturization of
CMOS. In the subthreshold region of operation, the minimum subthreshold swing (which is
expressed as the applied voltage needed for a decade increase in output current) theoretically
limited to 60mV/dec (due to the thermal voltage). [6] The fixed subthreshold swing is a
+,-

fundamental limit in the transistor, while the off-state current (𝐼&'' ) is proportional to 10 .. . [6]
The scaling of the threshold voltage has a detrimental effect to the static power consumption of
the device due to the exponential rise it has on the off-state currents, therefore setting a limit to
which the threshold voltage can realistically and advantageously be reduced to. Furthermore, the
lowering of supply voltage (𝑉00 ) poses its own issues in preserving performance and must be
scaled cautiously. Augmenting performance comes at the cost of energy efficiency or boosting
efficiency degrades performance. [7] As a result, maintaining a scaling trend that increases speed
and transistor density while reducing power consumption has become a challenging problem in
the last years. [8]
3

Based on the effects that derive from the miniaturization of CMOS such as the aggravation
of the off-state power dissipation, energy efficiency must be sought in a new low voltage switching
device in order to elude the power crisis we currently reside in.
1.2 STRITCH DEVICE
To address the energy inefficiency of MOS transistors and reliability problems with
mechanical relays a new device called the “Stritch” was recently proposed. [9] The Stritch device
integrates MEMS actuator with a thin (2-dimensional) material to create an energy efficient
electro-mechanical switch. The device offers characteristics which overcome certain plaguing
characteristics of both electronic silicon-based transistors as well as mechanical relays. These
include; <60 mV/dec subthreshold swing, a current on/off ratio of 101 , and the elimination of
failure due to adhesion between mechanical components of the relay (stiction, which can be
detrimental to the reliability of MEMS). [10] Importantly, the Stritch device also has the potential
of being 10 times more energy efficient compared to the MOS transistors.
The proposed device (illustrated in Figure 2) uses a MEMS actuator to strain a thin
transition-metal dichalcogenide (TMD) layer. TMDs have interesting properties such as their
change in conductivity, which increases exponentially when they are strained. (This property is
called deformation potential.) Thus, when the TMD is strained by the MEMS, its conductivity
changes exponentially causing it to function like a switch.
Bilayer of molybdenum disulfide (2L-𝑀𝑜𝑆3 ) was selected for the TMD material due to its
high deformation potential. Additionally, having even number of layers is important to avoid
piezoelectric effects present in odd number of layers. [11] The TMD is clamped between a
cantilever (source) and a contact pad (drain) as shown in Figure 2. Upon application of a voltage
between the gate and source (𝑉45 ), an electrostatic force displaces the cantilever towards the gate,
4

therefore mechanically straining the TMD. [10] The mechanical strain of the TMD causes an
exponential increase in its conductivity. [10] The bilayer TMD will become metallic at 6% strain.
[12] For 2L- 𝑀𝑜𝑆3 the calculated strain needed to achieve an increase in conductivity of 101 is
6%. The focus of this thesis was to design a MEMS actuator which will strain the TMD to a critical
strain of 6%.

Figure 2: Stritch device

1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS
The contribution of this thesis is the design of a MEMS actuator for the Stritch device,
which is al low power alternative to the transistor. The Stritch device is a switch which employs
MEMS actuators and the bandgap deformation of two-dimensional materials in order to alternate
between off and on states. [9] Analytical and simulated analyses of the design are investigated in
order to predict device performance. Various manufacturing and operational constraints are taken
into consideration to arrive at a satisfactory solution.

5

Chapter 2: Technical Background
2.1 TRANSITION METAL DICHALCOGENIDES (TMDS)
Silicon has been the reigning material in semiconductors since the 60s. While other
materials may have better properties, the shortcomings of silicon have been mitigated by its
abundance (i.e., low-cost), excellent oxide, and advanced technology (i.e. doping). [13] However,
silicon-based transistors are reaching a fundamental scaling limit due to current leakage and
increasing power dissipation. Because of this, alternative materials have been explored to
counteract the deficiencies of silicon.
While the isolation of the first two-dimensional material, graphene by Andre Geim and
Kostya Novoselov in 2004 may be have been by chance, it shook the science community due to
its compelling properties which are diametrically opposed to its bulk form. [14] Graphene has
strength, flexibility, and electronic properties unlike any other material. [15] While the properties
of Graphene were phenomenal, it lacked a bandgap. Considering the semiconductor applications
in which the bandgap allows the transition between on and off state, the lack of it thwarted the use
of Graphene as a switching device.
In order for a material to even begin to compete with silicon, it must have a bandgap, and
while graphene does not naturally have one, its extraordinary properties encouraged the search for
other two-dimensional materials with semiconductor characteristics. A group of 2D materials of
which many are semiconducting, are referred to as transition metal dichalcogenides or TMDs. The
structure TMDs (chemical formula, MX2) consist of a transition metal atom (M), sandwiched
between two chalcogen atoms (X2). Chalcogens include sulfur, selenium, and tellurium as
illustrated in Figure 3. Particular interest lies in the TMDs with molybdenum (Mo) due to its
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semiconducting nature, enabling it to become viable alternatives in electronic switching
applications. [16]

Figure 3: TMDs on Periodic Table [17]
2.1.1 2D Semiconducting Materials: MoS2
MoS2 consists on a Molybdenum atom (M) sandwiched between two Sulfur atoms (X2) in
a honeycomb crystal lattice. Due to the weak Van der Waals forces joining the many layers of the
material, MoS2 can be isolated into a stable monolayer similar to other 2D materials. [16] Of the
possible combinations of TMDs, MoS2 is one of the most studied due to its interesting
semiconducting properties, such as tunable bandgap, high on/off current ratio, and mobility.
Notably, MoS2 has interesting mechanical and electronic properties such as high stiffness
and a changing band structure resulting from thickness alteration and mechanical strain. MoS2 like
graphene has demonstrated to be a very strong material. Bertolazzi et al. obtained experimental
data that established that in plane stiffness of a single layer of MoS2 is ~180 ± 60 Nm-1, while it
has a Young’s Modulus that may surpass that of steel (~200GPa), being ~200 ± 60GPa for bilayer.
[18] The fracture point for MoS2 as a result of strain can be as high as 11%, compared to that of
silicon which is 0.7%. [11] Furthermore, MoS2 possesses a tunable bandgap as a function of
7

mechanical strain. Its electrical properties can be tuned as a result from mechanical strain without
rupturing the material based on the 11% level of strain it can undertake without fracture. The
transition between semiconducting to metallic is reached at 6% tensile stain for 2L-MoS2
respectively according to Kis et al. [12].
2.1.2 Exfoliation of TMDs
The strong in-plane bond and weak van der Waals forces holding the multiple atomically
thin films of MoS2 in bulk form allow for effortless isolation of individual layers. [19] The method
used to obtain flakes of varying layer thicknesses is the exfoliation or mechanical cleavage/scotch
tape method, originally used to obtain the first samples of 2D graphene. [20] The method is
illustrated below in Figure 4, and is accomplished as follows: A piece of scotch tape is placed
across a crystal source of MoS2, upon the removal of the tape from the crystal, flakes of varying
thicknesses have remained on the tape. This tape is placed on top of a Si-SiO2 wafer with a silicon
dioxide thickness of ~270nm. The thickness is important because it is a simple method used to
estimate the thickness of flakes. The color contrast between the flake in comparison to the oxide
allows for a primary assessment of flake thickness. [18] Upon the removal of the tape from the
wafer, various flakes of material of varying number of layers remain on the wafer. From
experimental work, a standard color scheme has been devised for easy identification of mono, bi,
tri layer or bulk thickness of various 2D materials, therefore based on the color of a flake an initial
assumption can be made.
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Figure 4: Exfoliation method of TMDs
2.1.3 Characterization
While a preliminary assessment of the flakes based on the optical contrast is used to predict
their thickness such as mono or bilayer, their thickness must be confirmed by precise
characterization methods such as Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy is a characterization
method used to study the electronic band structure characteristics of a material. Here it is used to
identify the thickness of a material based on specific Raman spectra which is unique for each
material. [21] Upon the use of a 532nm laser for sample excitation, MoS2 has two dominant peaks
8
in its spectrum which correspond to the vibrational modes of 𝐸37
(resulting from in-plane

vibrations of S atoms with respect to Mo) and 𝐴87 (resulting from out of plane vibrations of S
atoms in opposing directions). [22] As illustrated in Figure 5, the peaks corresponding to the
vibrational modes experience a shift, the resulting spectra is unique for the varying thicknesses of
MoS2 or other materials and is used as an established blueprint to identify the thickness of the
sample based on the spectrum obtained. Other methods of characterization are also used such as
Photoluminescence or Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 5: Raman Spectrum of MoS2 from bulk to monolayer [21]
2.2 MICRO ELECTRO MECHANICAL RELAYS (MEMS)
2.2.1 Background & Mode of Operation
Replaced in the early days due to their unreliability and slow speed in computing, the
mechanical relay presents an ideal alternative to compensate for the weaknesses in the transistor.
[23] The rising difficulty in miniaturizing the features of CMOS has led the static power
consumption to escalate at alarming rates, thus leading to the resuscitation of past technologies in
the quest for energy efficient alternatives.
Before the transistor, the foundation of the early computers was the relay, and later the
vacuum tube, while they both presented deficiencies, the relay unlike its successors presented no
idle power loss. [23] An electromechanical relay is a switch that opens and closes upon the contact,
or lack thereof its mechanical components as the electrical signal is applied, as seen in Figure 6,
which depicts a three terminal micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) cantilever switch.
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Figure 6: 3 Terminal MEM Switch
Using the same terminology as that of the MOSFET, the input voltage is applied to the
“gate” terminal, upon the augmentation of the gate voltage, at a certain point, an equivalent of the
threshold voltage, the pull-in voltage, “Vpi” will be reached. When this point is reached, the
electrostatic force between the fixed “gate”, and movable “source” terminal will be large enough
to attract the movable source towards the “drain” terminal. [6] Given the physical structure of the
relay, the on state is achieved once the contact between the terminals is established, and off state
is achieved immediately upon the loss of aforementioned contact. The abrupt on/off switching of
the relay due to the physical contact required to differentiate between on and off state allows
ideally, for the equivalent of having a zero subthreshold swing (SS ~ 0) as seen below in Figure 7.
The lack of dependence of Ioff on the threshold voltage, allows for unrelenting scaling of Vth and
therefore Vdd, lowering the overall power consumed by the devices without diminishing
performance. [6]

11

Figure 7: SS of MEM Relay
2.3 COVENTORWARE MEMS FEA SIMULATION TOOL
Coventorware is a finite element analysis (FEA) simulation tool which allows the design
and simulation of MEMS. This simulation tool follows a realistic approach to the design and
fabrication of MEMS. The process flow of the software is illustrated in Figure 8.
Designer

Material
Database

Fabrication
Process Editor

2D Layout
Editor

Preprocessor

Analysis: Field
Solvers

Figure 8: Coventorware process flow
2.3.1 Designer
As observed in the workflow of the design process (Figure 8), the design of a device is
composed of various elements. These include a fabrication process with specific materials of
unique characteristics, a schematic of the design, and finally the analysis. From this, it is
understood that design begins with different materials of varying characteristics. The properties of
the materials used in each process must be included in the materials database of the software,
12

which include the elastic constants (Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio), density, thermal
conductivity, etc. Upon having the information of each material corresponding to their
experimental or theoretical values, the process of fabrication is implemented in the process editor.
While prototype processes are included, a custom fab process may be created, each step in the
process may be defined as deposition, lithography (+/- photoresist), etching (wet, dry, DRIE, etc),
with the corresponding values for thickness, material, and etching depth. For a more realistic
approach, other parameters can be included, such as sidewall angles resulting from etching, mask
offset, rounded corners, etc. After having specified the desired fabrication process in the process
editor, the 2D layout editor is used to create the design for the corresponding masks utilized in
fabrication for the desired device. In intricate or complex structures, the utilization of other layout
tool editors is advised, such as L-Edit.
2.3.2 3D Model-Preprocessor
After determining the materials, fab process, and design layout of the device, the threedimensional model is built in the preprocessor which is only one step away from the analysis of
the device. Once the 3D model is loaded into the preprocessor, only the layers which are subject
to analysis will be chosen to be meshed, those that do not contribute to the actuation mechanism
go unmeshed. Before applying the overall mesh to the device however, areas of the device which
are anchored, subject to applied voltage, or in general, regions which are exposed to higher degrees
of scrutiny in the resulting analysis must be clearly identified. The method of doing this is by
naming the corresponding areas of the device. Consequent to the identification of the critical
regions of the device, the mesh is created. The mesh of the model is the deconstruction of the
device into smaller elements of different shapes, there are various types of meshes which fit
accordingly to different structures based on the geometry of the device such as hexahedrons or
13

tetrahedrons. [24] Depending on whether the chosen mesh is rough or refined, the results of the
conducted simulation will show drastic differences and therefore accuracy. The selection of a
mesh, such as Manhattan bricks, which is optimum for orthogonal geometries, divides the device
into thousands of ‘brick’ elements, each element will have various nodes along the edges in which
calculation is performed. Meshes are selected based on the geometry of the device, as well as on
the computational resources available, due to the varying needs of computationally extensive
meshes.
Upon the selection of the mesh type used, certain parameters of the mesh can define its
quality; later to be supported by the comparison between analytical and simulated results. Once
the mesh characteristics are chosen, such as the mesh type, and its element size, its quality is
studied. A critical element to consider is the aspect ratio of which defines the quality of the
elements of the mesh. The value of 1 is given for a perfect element, in the case of Manhattan bricks,
a perfect brick, due to the ratio between the length of the box edges of the cube. The higher the
aspect ratio value is, the poorer the shape of the element will become. The distortion of the
elements reflects in the accuracy of the analysis, due to the calculation done at various nodes along
the edges of the mesh, elements a high aspect ratio can lead to inaccurate results. The quality of
the mesh is fundamental to obtain accurate results from analysis. The quality of the mesh can be
observed in the “QualityQuery”, where various characteristics of the mesh are given in order to
determine whether it is ideal for the analysis conducted. Ultimately once an initial mesh is deemed
fit, the device can be analyzed.

2.3.3 Field Solvers
The software allows various types of solvers, which allow the analysis of behavior such as
electrostatics, mechanics, electromechanics, thermomechanics, and piezoelectrics. [24] The work
14

of this thesis will focus on the use of two solvers specifically, MemMech to simulate mechanical
behavior, as well as the CoSolveEM to execute electromechanical analysis.
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Chapter 3: Design Considerations and Approach
3.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The contributions of this thesis is the design of MEMS actuators applied to the fabrication
of Stritch electro-mechanical switches. The design process must take into consideration various
properties of the Stritch device, such as electrical and mechanical properties of the TMD and
MEMS, as well as fabrication capabilities available; these are summarized in Figure 9 below.
Electrical Properties:
Electrostatic Force, <100V

MEMS

Mechanical Properties:
Stiffness

Design

Contact pads suitable for
electrical/optical testing
Electrical Properties: 6%
strain ~ 106 on/off ratio

TMD

Mechanical Properties:
Stiffness
Ease of TMD transfer onto
device

UC Berkeley's SiGe Process
Fabrication
UTEP/UACJ SOI Process

Figure 9: Design considerations and constraints
The main objective of the design is to achieve a compact device which could mechanically
strain a TMD up to 6% at 100 volts or less. The less actuation voltage required in order to obtain
the necessary percent strain, the better. In order to realize a device with all the necessary design
characteristics, a force balance model was utilized to construct the analytical work. The force
balance model encompasses three forces; the electrostatic force and the mechanical restoring
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forces of the MEMS and TMD itself. The electrostatic force results from the geometry of the
MEMS and the applied voltage. The mechanical restoring force of the MEMS results from the
geometry and material properties of the MEMS springs. Lastly, the TMD restoring force results
from the size and stiffness of the TMD material.
Although many types of MEMS actuators exist, a comb-drive actuator was chosen to
achieve a <100-volt operation and smooth motion control. Comb drive electrostatic actuators are
commonly used due to their fabrication and design simplicity. While a compromise must be made
between impractically large areas or high operational voltages, overall, they grant stability and
good sensitivity in actuation. [25] That is to say, a crucial tradeoff exists between high electrostatic
force and area to prevent exceedingly large voltages, or device dimensions.
Limiting the length of the actuator’s components reduces susceptibility to stresses in which
movable components experience flexure even at zero applied voltage. However, the electrostatic
force of the MEMS should still be sufficiently large to reach 6% TMD strain. It should be noted
that TMDs have considerable stiffness based on their material properties, as a result the design
should produce enough force and stability to strain the TMDs to 6%. This is accomplished by
enhancing the force based on geometry and voltage, and device flexibility based on spring design.
Spring choice determines the stiffness of the MEMS, therefore spring choice and compact size are
important parameters to achieve good control of operation while reducing propensity for deflection
in components.
Based on the crucial role played by the TMD in the overall operation of the device and its
significant stiffness, an important manufacturability consideration is the transfer and clamping of
the TMD onto the MEMS actuator. The design of the MEMS must facilitate the transfer and
anchoring of the TMD. This requires the addition of pads where the TMD is anchored between the
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actuating and fixed components. These pads also serve as contact pads for electrical and optical
probing of the device. The number of pads must be limited to the minimum required for probing
the three terminal device and should be sufficiently large (at least 100um x 100um) to allow wire
bonding.
The fabrication process is crucial to the overall design due to the limitations they impose.
In this thesis, the MEMS actuators were designed using two fabrication processes. One process is
a standard silicon germanium (SiGe) process at UC Berkeley. The second process is a silicon on
insulator (SOI) process jointly developed by UTEP and UACJ. Due to the different characteristics
of the different processes, two comparable designs with different feature sizes and general tweaks
are optimized to satisfy and take advantage of the limitations/capabilities set by the SOI and SiGe
processes.
3.2 DESIGN APPROACH
Given the constraints, a method of execution to achieve a suitable design was devised. The
point of commencement lies in the most basic form, which is the consideration of the force balance
model, observed in Equation 1. The force model includes the governing forces of the actuator, the
electrostatic force (𝐹: ), mechanical restoring force of MEMS (𝐹;:;5 ), as well as of the TMD
(𝐹<;= ).
𝐹: = 𝐹;:;5 + 𝐹<;=
Equation 1: Force Balance Model

Comprehension of the forces that act on the device are essential in order to model it
analytically. Mechanical actuators are affected primarily by the electrostatic 𝐹: , and the spring
restoring force (𝐹@:@A ), however the use of a TMD also significantly and predominantly affects
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the design as shown in Figure 10. Thus, the forces affecting the MEMS must also include the effect
of the force of the TMD (𝐹C@D ).The TMD force is modeled as a spring using Hooke’s Law as
illustrated in Figure 10.
An important aspect of the design approach is the size (length, width, and thickness) of the
TMD as the dimensions will determine the maximum TMD restoring force, 𝐹C@D , at the critical
strain. The sum of the TMD and MEMS forces can be used to estimate the maximum force needed
by the actuator according to Equation 1.

Figure 10:Force balance model
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Chapter 4: General Analytical Model
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In the Stritch device proposed by Almeida et al. [10], a cantilever MEMS actuator was
used to theoretically predict an on-off current ratio of six orders of magnitude (101 ) with an applied
voltage of 75mV. These remarkable characteristics relied on a MEMS actuator with actuating gaps
of 10nm which activated van der Waals forces that worked in unison with the electrostatic force
to achieve the required cantilever displacement at very low operational voltage. However, in
practice achieving such small actuating gaps is technically very challenging and beyond the
capabilities of the SOI and SiGe processes. The actuation gaps achievable with SOI and SiGe
processes are 1µm and 0.5 µm, respectively. Such large gaps will greatly diminish the electrostatic
force of a cantilever actuator. In contrast, comb-drive actuators present various characteristics
suitable to counteract the deficiencies present in the cantilever design. These include; greater
control in the actuation and greater electrostatic force. Furthermore, comb-drives are commonly
used due to their modeling and fabrication simplicity.
4.2 COMB-DRIVE ACTUATOR
4.2.1 Electrostatic Force
As aforementioned, the electrostatic force of the cantilever is considerably less than that of
the comb-drive actuator, this is due to the unfavorable effect caused by geometry. The electrostatic
force of a cantilever is seen below,
𝐹:_FGH

𝜀J 𝐴 𝑉 3
=
2𝑔3 (1 − 𝜖)3

Equation 2: Cantilever Electrostatic Force [10]
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where εJ is the permittivity of free space, A is the area of the device, V is the applied voltage, g is
the actuation gap at zero voltage, and ϵ is the strain. In contrast, the electrostatic force of a combdrive is given by,
𝐹:_F&QR

𝑛𝜀J 𝑡𝑉 3
=
𝑔

Equation 3: Comb Drive Electrostatic Force [26]

where n is the number of finger pairs, t is the thickness of the device, V is the applied voltage, and
g is the gap between the fingers. Analysis of Equation 2 of the cantilever shows that the force is
proportional to the inverse square of the gap. As a result, the cantilever will only obtain
considerable force from small gaps. In contrast, the force in the comb-drive is proportional to the
inverse of the gap (Equation 3). However, in the comb-drive, the gap remains constant even during
actuation and this creates a more consistent force. Additionally, the force of the comb-drive is
proportional to the number of fingers which gives this design an added degree of design freedom
to achieve the desired force. However, a trade-off in augmenting force by adding fingers lies in an
increase in the size of the actuator. The design must then consider both size and voltage to find a
balance in the design trade-offs made, in order to avoid an impractical design resulting from large
area or voltage. The force balance model can be used to calculate the necessary electrostatic force
which must be created to obtain the desired displacement by summing the restoring forces of the
MEMS and TMD as given in Equation 1.
Figure 11 illustrates the comb-drive actuator. The structure of the comb-drive is formed by
two interdigitated comb electrodes known as the stator and rotor. The stator is fixed while the rotor
is suspended by springs to allow lateral motion. The application of ground to the rotor, and voltage
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to the fixed stator creates a voltage difference between electrodes resulting in the creation of an
electrostatic force that allows the movement of the rotor towards the stator. [27]

Figure 11 Comb drive actuator
The comb-drive in Figure 11 is subject to the MEMS and TMD spring restoring forces.
The force balance model assumes the system is at static equilibrium and all the elements are
considered to be massless. When the applied voltage is zero, all the forces are zero and the
displacement is also zero. However, when the applied voltage is greater than zero, an electrostatic
force is generated in the comb-drive that will pull the rotor towards the stator (to the left) as seen
in Figure 11. However, this force is exactly balanced by the sum of the MEMS and TMD restoring
forces created, due to the displacement of the rotor. In this way, the displacement increases with
increasing voltage. This is the basic principle of actuation.
4.2 MEMS FORCE: 𝐹;:;5
The stiffness of the device relies on the springs that suspend the movable rotor. The
restoring force of the MEMS can therefore be modeled as a linear spring using Hooke’s Law, as
follows
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𝐹;:;5 = 𝑘;:;5 𝑥 = 𝑘;:;5 𝑑 𝜀
Equation 4: Comb Drive Mechanical Spring Force

where 𝑘;:;5 is the stiffness constant of the movable component due to the springs that suspend
it, d is the gap where the TMD will be anchored (TMD gap), and 𝜀 is the strain. The TMD gap (d)
is fixed during fabrication. However, the strain (ε) will vary from zero and upwards to the desired
on/off ratio of 6% depending on how much voltage is applied. The remaining adjustable parameter
is the stiffness constant (𝑘;:;5 ) which is obtained from the springs chosen for the design.
The spring constant of the MEMS is estimated by the elasticity of the springs used for the
device. A smaller spring constant can allow for greater degrees of movement at lower voltages
based on the materials and spring geometry. [28] There are various spring designs used for combdrive actuators, however the design chosen for this device is the folded beam as shown in Figure
12. The folded beam is less prone to stresses due to the high stiffness ratio. This means that it has
a different stiffness in the different axes, x, y, z, and commonly used in MEM actuators. [29] The
stiffness in the y direction of motion is derived by modeling each of the 8 beams that make up the
four folded beams. These beams are modeled as fixed-guided beams, fixed at one end and free at
the other, where a load is applied, essentially Hooke’s Law for a cantilever beam. After obtaining
the stiffness for each beam, based on their series or parallel connection they are added and
ultimately resulting in the equation given by
k @Y@A = k Z =

2𝐸𝑤 \ 𝑡
𝐿\

Equation 5: Analytical Spring Constant of MEMS [29]

where E is the Young’s Modulus of the material, w is the width, t is the thickness, and L is the
length of the beam, shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Folded Flexure Spring
The concept of Hooke’s Law is also employed to obtain the mechanical restoring force of
the TMD as follows,
𝐹<;= = 𝑘 <;= 𝑥 = 𝑘 <;= 𝑤<;= 𝜀
Equation 6: TMD Mechanical Spring Force

where 𝑘 <;= is the stiffness constant of the TMD, 𝑤<;= is the width of the TMD (in this thesis,
the TMD is modeled to have a square geometry where the length is equal to the width to simplify
the analysis, and allow for independence of the MEMS in analysis, it can be seen in Figure 13),
and 𝜀 is strain.

Figure 13: TMD
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The stiffness constant of the TMD material is based on its intrinsic properties (Young’s
modulus) and physical size. Here a bilayer (2-layer) of MoS2 was selected due to the piezoelectric
effects observed in TMDs with an odd number of layers. [12] As mentioned previously, the
geometry of the TMD is assumed to be a thin square membrane where t << 𝐿 <;= = 𝑤<;= . Thus,
the stiffness of the TMD can be modeled as the product of the Young’s modulus and the thickness
as follows:
𝑘 <;= =

𝐸𝑤<;= 𝑡
= 𝐸𝑡
𝐿 <;=

Equation 7: Stiffness of TMD

Where E is the Young’s modulus, 𝑤<;= is the width, LC@D is the length, and t is the thickness of
the material. A bilayer of MoS2 has the Young’s modulus of 140GPa and a thickness of 1.3nm
(0.65nm per layer). [18] Therefore these parameters yield a 𝑘 <;= of 182 N/m.
4.3 MODEL AND ARCHITECTURE OF STRITCH DEVICE
Now that the actuator, springs, and TMD were clearly defined in the previous sections, the
force balance model can now be expressed using more fundamental material and geometric
parameters as follows:
𝑛𝜀J 𝑡𝑉 3
= 𝑘;:;5 𝑑 𝜀 + 𝑘 <;= 𝑤<;= 𝜀
𝑔
Equation 8: Force Balance Model of Comb Drive TMD Actuator

Certain parameters of the force equations are fixed due to material properties or fabrication.
Therefore, the design must adapt and optimize based on the different SiGe or SOI processes.
Furthermore, the comb-drive has various adjustable parameters in its geometry which affect its
overall sensitivity to actuation. These parameters include, finger overlap, width, length, spring
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width and length. These are chosen within the possible range based on the limitations of each
fabrication process, and to optimize the device’s operation. However, to give more definition to
the design of the Stritch device, the general architecture is shown in Figure 14, which was created
for the SOI and SiGe designs.

Length
Overlap

width

Figure 14: Comb drive device architecture
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Chapter 5: SOI Design
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The processing of the SOI device is done collaboratively between UTEP and the
Universidad Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez, consisting of a simple one mask process. The
comprehension of this process is critical since device parameters are chosen based on materials
and fabrication capabilities, therefore influencing the final device characteristics. The goal to the
device is to adapt to each process and ultimately achieve 6% TMD strain with operational voltage
below 100 volts.
5.2 SOI FABRICATION PROCESS
The fabrication of the SOI-based MEMS actuator is illustrated in Figure 15. The starting
material is a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with the handle layer of 350µm in thickness, a buried
oxide (BOX) layer with a thickness of 2µm, and a device layer with a thickness of 10µm. The first
step of the process is to pattern a lift-off photoresist layer which defines the comb-drive structure.
After the photoresist is patterned, a non-conformal layer of Cr/Aru (20~30nm) is deposited. The
metallic layer of chromium-gold will serve the duo purposes of being a hard mask to avoid
unwanted removal of silicon during the plasma etching of the device layer, as well as an electrical
bottom contact. A lift-off process is used to remove the metal from undesired places in the device
(such as the gaps). A deep reactive ion etch (DRIE) is then performed to etch through the 10µm
thick device layer using a plasma etch Bosch etch process. At this point, a TMD can now be
transferred on to the MEMS actuator. The TMD is mechanically exfoliated from an MoS2 crystal
source and transferred onto the MEMS. Gold is deposited and patterned using an e-beam
deposition and lithography process to mechanically clamp the TMD as well as serve as electrical
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top contact. At last the structure is released using HF vapor to etch silicon dioxide in areas where
the structure needs to be free to move such as the rotor.

Figure 15: UTEP/UACJ SOI fab process
5.3 SOI DESIGN PARAMETERS
The force balance model given in Equation 8 contains several parameters that must be
defined to complete the design. Some of the parameters are fixed and others are tunable. The fixed
parameters are due to constraints arising from processing limitations and material selections. One
processing limitation is the etch depth-to-width aspect ratio of the SOI device layer. Due to
limitations of the Bosch DRIE process, the maximum aspect ratio that can be achievable is 10:1.
Since the thickness of the device layer is 10µm, the minimum feature size is 1µm. This means that
the minimum feature size of the gaps and other lateral dimensions is 1µm. Therefore, the width of
the gap (g) and length of the unstrained TMD (d) are fixed at 1µm as listed in Table 1. Moreover,
the thickness of the MEMS actuator is set by the thickness of the SOI device layer which is 10µm.
The width of the TMD was selected to be 3µm because this is experimentally a typical width of a
TMD flake. Since MoS2-2L was the TMD material selected for the design, the stiffness of the
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TMD is fixed at 182 N/m. Finally, the TMD strain required to achieve 6 orders of increase in
conductivity is 6% for MoS2-2L.

Table 1: Fixed parameters of force balance model of SOI device
Parameter
𝜀J
t
g
d
𝜀
𝑤<;=
𝑘 <;=

UTEP-UACJ
8.85 𝑥 10b83
10
1
1
6
3
182

Units
𝐹𝑚b8
µm
µm
µm
%
µm
𝑁𝑚b8

5.4 SOI DESIGN ALGORITHM
The tunable parameters, which primarily focus on finger and spring characteristics, are
important because they affect the actuation characteristics of the device. A design algorithm was
developed which takes the fixed parameters and then tailors the tunable parameters to lower the
voltage required for the critical strain. The design algorithm is shown in Figure 16. The first step
is the consideration of the stiffness of the MEMS. A stiffer structure is more rigid and resistant to
deflection and will thus require larger activation voltages. A MEMS with very low stiffness will
allow for lower operational voltage, however it will also be more susceptible to component
deflections from residual stress. The stiffness of the device is based on certain parameters such as
the geometry and materials used (as seen in Equation 5). These include; the Young’s modulus of
the material (E), thickness (t), width (w), the and length (L) of the springs. E and t are fixed by the
material selection and fabrication constraints, however w and L are tunable parameters.
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Figure 16: SOI design algorithm
Although the width of the spring is a tunable parameter, a constraint exists that derives
from the etch release process that places an upper bound on the width. Components with width
above 3µm require etching holes in the structure to facilitate the release of the structure in order to
successfully remove the oxide beneath the parts which should be floating. Thus, the width of the
spring beams is selected to be 3µm to ensure a good release of the spring without the need for etch
holes.
An upper bound was also placed on the length of the springs in order to achieve a compact
design and minimize any deflection in the structure due to residual stress from the fabrication
process. Since the lateral extent of the actuator was 200µm, this placed a limit to the spring length
of 100µm. This value of spring length can be modified later based on the number of finger pairs
that can fit into this length in the interest of achieving a compact device.
Based on the constraints derived from the fabrication process (1µm minimum feature size)
and the upper bound of the actuator size (100µm), it was determined that 15 finger pairs could be
used per comb. In other words, the combs were standardized to consist of 15 finger pairs. This
allowed the combs to be approximately 100µm in length. However, what remained to be
determined was the number of finger pairs, n, (and therefore combs) required to achieve a sub-100
Volt operation. In order to determine n, the gate voltage in Equation 8 was plotted as a function of
n at 6% strain as shown in Figure 17. Figure 17 shows that at least 40 finger pairs are needed to
achieve a sub-100 Volt operation. However since there are 15 finger pairs per comb, the minimum
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number of combs is 4 since the actuator architecture requires an even number of combs to maintain
actuator symmetry. This translates to 60 finger pairs (4 combs Χ 15 pairs/combs) at a voltage
operation of ~80 V. It was decided to also fabricate actuators with twice these number of combs
(8) to study the effect of number of combs on actuation.

@ 6% strain

Figure 17: SOI voltage vs. # finger pairs
Finger-overlap is another characteristic that needs to be considered in order to maintain
device stability while enhancing the electrostatic force between the charged interdigitated comb
electrodes. Based on the capacitive sensing mechanism of the electrostatic comb drive actuator,
finger widths and gaps are chosen based on the smallest features which can be realistically
fabricated. But as the MEMS actuator is scaled down to achieve energy efficiency, features below
a micron enhance other forces that affect the behavior of the device. [30] For example, the effect
of the rapidly increasing electrostatic force while weakening strength of the fingers at smaller
feature sizes can cause failure of the device due to collapse of the fingers. [30] Reducing the
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overlap of neighboring fingers and excessive finger length aide in minimizing instability due to
the augmenting axial forces and therefore the risk of collapse amongst the fingers at such small
features.
The effect of finger overlap on structure deformation and voltage operation was studied.
Figure 18 compares the stresses in combs with 25% and 75% overlap at an applied voltage of 90
Volts. The comb with the 75% overlap has a higher degree of stress compared to the comb with
25% overlap. Although a smaller overlap will reduce stresses, it will also reduce the electrostatic
force which leads to larger voltage operation. Considering that augmentation of voltage increases
the electrostatic force in the axis of movement (y-axis, in this case) it can also be noted that the
force also increases in other axes, such as the x-axis. The increase of force in the x-axis leads to
issues with side-instability. The instability becomes significant with longer, slender fingers, and
with greater overlap. Therefore, the overlap should be kept as small as possible while maintaining
a satisfactory low-voltage operation.

b.)

a.)

Figure 18: Stress observed at 90 volts a.) 25% finger length overlap b.) 75% finger overlap
The effect of finger overlap on voltage is shown in Figure 19. Upon testing various
overlapping lengths, the increase in overlap poses similar results at 25% and 50% overlap. In
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contrast, a reduction of ~15 volts are observed at 75% overlap. Taking into consideration the effect
of finger overlap on device stresses and voltage operation, the finger overlap for MEMS actuator
was selected to be 50%.

25% Finger length overlap

50%
75%

Figure 19: Displacement vs Voltage with varying finger overlap
Finger instability is also observed in the outer fingers of the comb observed in Figure 18.
This occurs due to the lack of cancellation of forces in the outer fingers which is present in the
middle fingers. The lack of this cancelation of forces can result in the deformation of the outer
fingers if they are not made strong enough. [32] To suppress the deformation, the width of the
outer fingers was increased compared to those in the middle.
The remaining device design considerations are based on fabrication. As aforementioned,
parts of the device with widths above 3µm will require etching holes to promote the feasibility of
release. On the other hand, fixed parts of the structure, such as the contact pads, the stators of each
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comb, and the truss, will be made sufficiently large to prevent their release upon the removal of
oxide.
A list of the resulting design parameters for the SOI design are given in Table 2.

Table 2: SOI design parameters
Parameters
𝐸
W
t
L
𝑘;:;5 (lHGmnopqGm)
𝑉
𝑘 <;=
# of combs
Finger pairs: n
Finger length
Finger width
Finger overlap
Outer finger width
Pad dimensions

SOI
𝑆𝑖: 130
3
10
94
84.52

Units
GPa
µm
µm
µm
𝑁𝑚b8

< 100
182
4, 8
15 Per Comb
8
2
4
4
100x100

volts
𝑁𝑚b8
N/A
N/A
µm
µm
µm
µm
µm3

5.5 SOI ANALYTICAL MODEL
The displacement as a function of voltage was analytically calculated using the force
balance model based on the given parameters in Table 2. Figure 20 plots the displacement as a
function of voltage using the analytical model. Figure 20 shows that 6% strain is achieved at ~60
and 85-volt operation with 120 and 60 finger pairs, respectively. This presents an estimate of the
voltage of operation required to achieve the necessary strain. Modifications to the final design will
ultimately slightly alter these results. However, stiffness of device has minimal effect in the overall
voltage applied, due to the domination of the stiffness of the TMD which proves the most difficult
to overcome.
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Figure 20: Analytical displacement vs. voltage of the SOI design observed for the 120 and 60
finger pairs. (displacement in terms of percent strain (6% of the TMD gap))
5.6 SOI SIMULATED ANALYSIS
5.6.1 Introduction
The comb-drive actuator is simulated using the Coventorware software in order to study
the device’s response. The Coventorware tool emulates the actual device process of design and
fabrication of devices. This includes; the materials used for the actuator, fab process, mask layout,
and final model testing. The following sections will follow the process flow of the software used
to simulate the device.
It is important to note that the process flow of the simulation is an abbreviated version of
the real fabrication process shown in Figure 15. The main reason for the deviation between the
simulated and real processes is that the TMD is modeled as a spring in simulation and not as a thin
material layer. Therefore, all the steps needed to transfer and anchor the TMD in the real
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fabrication process are not included in the simulation process. Instead, a linear spring force using
the stiffness of a TMD is used to simulate the presence of the TMD. Similarly, other layers used
primarily for electrical contacting and anchoring the TMD are not included in the simulation
process.
5.6.2 Material Database
The materials employed for the SOI process are single crystal silicon for the structure, and
silicon dioxide for the BOX. The properties of the materials such as strength, density, thermal, etc.
are essential for analytical and simulation accuracy, therefore if a material is not included in one
of the material libraries, it must be imported to the material database based on the values found in
literature.
The Cr/Au metal layers are not included in the simulation because they do not contribute
significantly to the electro-mechanical actuation of the device. Instead, the metal layers are needed
in the real device due to their role in the electrical contacting and mechanical anchoring of the
TMD and not the electro-mechanical aspects of the silicon device layer.
5.6.3 Process Editor
The sequential order of the processing steps needed to simulate the device actuation are
added to the process editor. The simulated processing flow consists of three essential steps;
definition of the starting SOI wafer, lithography and etching of the silicon device layer, and
isotropic etch of the BOX to release the device. The first step is to add the SOI layers to the process
editor which consist of the device (10 µm), BOX (2 µm), and handle (350 µm) layers. This is
followed by a lithographic step that will define where the device layer will be etched using a mask.
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Next the device silicon layer is etched using a DRIE process. Finally, the BOX layer is etched
using an isotropic process to release the movable parts of the actuator.
Several process steps present in the experimental process (Figure 15) and other effects are
not included in the simulated process. For example, deposition of the Cr/Au and Au layers to form
the bottom and top contact for electrical enhancement and mechanical purposes in regard to the
TMD are not included in the process editor. The electrical properties of the device (i.e. current
flow), are not simulated, and the mechanical anchoring of the TMD from the metal contacts is not
needed in the fabrication process file. Similarly, the experimental scalloping of the walls upon the
DRIE are not considered in the process editor.
5.6.4 Layout Editor
Upon the selection and creation of the materials and process of fabrication respectively,
the masks pertaining to the SOI process must define the geometry of the device. Therefore, the 2D
analytical blueprint must be created in the design layout and include the different masks designs
employed by the process. The SOI design consists on a single mask process which avoids
deposition of sacrificial layers and multiple masks to define the anchored components.
Figure 21 shows the four and eight comb model of the actuator, with the unique design
characteristics for the SOI design, complying with the characteristics given in Table 2. In order to
aid in the release of the structure, the fixed components such as the stator of each comb is doubled
in width compared to those which are free, such as the rotor of each comb, and the truss of the
structure. Anchored parts of the device are defined based in an experimental process, tuned
according to the etch rate of silicon in order to determine the time and conditions needed to release
the device. However, the needed boundary conditions will be added later to the 3D model to
specify anchored and free parts of the device.
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Figure 21: 4 & 8 SOI comb designs
5.6.5 3D Model
Figure 22 illustrates the final 3D model, with the different areas of the actuator defined.
The simulation accuracy is based on the quality of the mesh selected for the 3D model. Various
meshes with different parameters are selected in order to choose the best one for the SOI
considering the trade-off between the computational cost and accuracy.
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Figure 22: 3D SOI model
5.6.6 MemMech Analysis
The accuracy of a simulation depends on the quality of the mesh employed. Finer meshes
give more accurate results but are more computationally expensive. Therefore, a trade-off must be
found between the accuracy and computational cost. In this work, the stiffness of the actuator
springs is a crucial parameter in the operation of the device that was used to gauge the accuracy of
simulation results. This was done by comparing the stiffness calculated from an analytical equation
(Equation 5) to the stiffness predicted from simulation using different mesh sizes. The stiffness of
the MEMS is a crucial characteristic of the actuator since it determines the MEMS’ resistance to
deformation upon the application of a load.
MemMech which is the mechanical solver for the software was used to determine the
stiffness of the MEMS from the simulation. MemMech enables the mechanical analysis of MEMS
structures, such as prediction of displacement from applied forces. A 10µN force was applied in
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the direction of actuation (y direction) and the displacement was measured. Hooke’s Law was then
used to determine the stiffness by dividing the force by the displacement.
Table 3 contains a comparison between analytical and simulation computed stiffness using
3 different mesh element sizes created for the 4-comb design. Mesh 2 presents a good trade-off
between accuracy and computation cost and was chosen for the device simulations. The accuracy
of the mesh can be further verified based on the comparison between simulated and calculated
work. Mesh 2 can be viewed in Figure 23.
The stiffness of the device is given based on the results of the 4-comb design, however due
to the same geometry and dimensions of the 8-comb, the stiffness should remain the same.
However, the computation time is expected to increase for the 8-comb, as well as a slighter %
error. This is due to its greater degree of complexity and the need for an optimized mesh for each
design.

Table 3: SOI mesh characteristics
Mesh

Element
Size (x,y,z)

1
2
3

3,3,3
2,2,2
1.2,1.2,1.2

Aspect
ratio:
range
[1,2]
[1,1.5]
[1,1.6]

Aspect
ratio:
average
1.17
1.03
1.06

Sim. Time
(Memory:
3000MB)
00:00:44
00:04:42
00:59:35
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Stiffness
(N/m)

% Difference
Sim vs. Analytical

93.25
92.11
91.19

10.32%
8.98%
7.89%

Figure 23: SOI mesh
5.6.7 CoSolveEM
The CoSolve electromechanical solver is used to obtain the displacement of the device
based on the applied voltage. This simulation can be computationally extensive and take a
considerable amount of time, as a result the accuracy of the applied boundary conditions are crucial
in the capture of accurate results. The boundary conditions include the defining of fixed
components, as well as the application of the TMD. As the voltage applied induces the
displacement of the movable electrode, the TMD behaves as a spring which resists the electrostatic
force. The spring model used for the TMD is applied as a boundary condition, where the load will
be given based on the force of the TMD. The boundary condition must be given in terms of
displacement and not strain, therefore the force of the TMD varies slightly compared to the one
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given in Equation 6. Given in terms of displacement the TMD force changes to Equation 9, where
x is the displacement, and dC@D is the gap where the TMD will be placed.
𝐹<;= =

𝑘 <;= 𝑤<;= 𝑥
𝑑 <;=

Equation 9: TMD Mechanical spring force in terms of displacement

Given the applied boundary conditions, the effect of the voltage on the 4 and 8-comb can
be visually observed in Figure 24, in steps of 20 volts, and given analytically in Figure 25.

b.)

a.)

n

d.)

c.)

n

Figure 24: SOI 4 Comb Voltage Vs Displacement a.) 20 volts. b.) 40 volts c.) 60 volts d.) 80volts
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Figure 25: SOI 4 & 8-comb simulated vs. analytical voltage vs displacement
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Chapter 6: SiGe Design
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The SiGe device is fabricated at UC Berkeley and similarly to the SOI, the understanding
of the process is significant to attain final device characteristics. Adjustments to the design are
critical to optimize the silicon-germanium device based on the characteristics of the fabrication
process. Device optimization will allow to reach the desired critical strain below the 100 volts
range.
6.2 SIGE FABRICATION PROCESS
The UC Berkeley SiGe MEMS actuator fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 26. The
starting material is a silicon wafer. A layer of Al2O3 (~80nm) is deposited via Atomic Layer
Deposition (ALD) to isolate the substrate. The first sacrificial layer is deposited, a low temperature
oxide (LTO1 ~ 600nm) is deposited via Low-Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD).
LTO1 is patterned to define the anchored parts of the device, such as the pads and stator of the
comb drive. The conformal deposition of the device layer, silicon germanium (Si.4Ge.6 ~1.65um)
is done via LPCVD. A second sacrificial layer (LTO2 ~ 100nm) is deposited, and the silicon
germanium is patterned to define the structure of the device. A non-conformal layer of Cr/Au
(10~40nm) is deposited (to serve as bottom contact) followed by a lift-off process to remove the
metal from undesired areas such as the gaps. The TMD is then transferred onto the device after
being mechanically exfoliated from a crystal source. The TMD is anchored by the deposition of a
layer of gold (~20nm) which also serves as electrical top contact. Lastly the structure is released
using HF vapor to etch the silicon dioxide from areas which are free to move.
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Figure 26: SiGe fabrication process
6.3 SIGE DESIGN PARAMETERS
Given the force balance model of the design (given in Equation 8), various parameters must
be determined to obtain the device’s characteristics. The fabrication process defines a number of
parameters. Differences between the fixed parameters of the SOI and SiGe exist due to the distinct
fabrication capabilities and materials. The established UC Berkeley process sets the thickness (t)
of the SiGe device to 1.65µm (about six times less than that of the SOI device). The minimum
feature size of the process is .5µm, therefore the gaps of the SiGe, both finger gap (g) and length
of the unstrained TMD (d) are half of those corresponding to the SOI as seen in Table 4. Similar
to the SOI, the width of the TMD (𝑤<;= ) is chosen to be 3µm due to its experimentally common
width among TMD flakes. The TMD stiffness remains the same, at 182 N/m. The established
parameters of the SiGe device will have a different effect on the actuation compared to the SOI.
Based on Equation 8 the reduction in thickness of the SiGe will lessen the electrostatic force,
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however the reduction in gap size will allow to neutralize and boost the force to counteract modest
contribution resulting from the thin structure in order to achieve the 6% of strain.

Table 4: Fixed parameters of force balance model of SiGe device
Parameter
𝜀J
t
g
d
𝜀
𝑤<;=
𝑘 <;=

UC Berkeley
8.85 𝑥 10b83
1.65
.5
.5
6
3
182

Units
𝐹𝑚b8
µm
µm
µm
%
µm
𝑁𝑚b8

6.4 SIGE DESIGN ALGORITHM
The design algorithm for the SiGe device is the same as the SOI, given in Figure 16. The
tunable parameters of the actuator (i.e. finger and spring characteristics) are the most important
aspect of the MEMS due to their effect on the actuation of the device. The design algorithm tailors
the characteristics for each device in order to reach the critical strain at low voltages. The stiffness
of the MEMS is the first step in design. The stiffness is based on material properties and geometry,
presenting both fixed and tunable properties. Fixed parameters include the Young’s modulus (E)
of the material, as well as the thickness (t), while tunable parameters are the width (w), and length
(L) of the springs.
The width (w) of the springs is chosen to be 3µm based on the same principle given for the
silicon device. Due to the necessity to include etching holes in regions of width above 3µm to ease
the release of the structure, the width of the springs is maintained at this value.
Given the thickness of the device and feature sizes which are considerably smaller than
that of the silicon device, shorter springs are selected. This is done to avoid the propensity of
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deflection in different areas of the device resulting from residual stresses from fabrication. An
upper bound is placed in the length of the SiGe spring to be 50µm. The length of the springs is
ultimately chosen based on the length of the comb. This is done to achieve a compact device where
its components are similar in length and overall consistent in their geometry while operating below
100 volts.
Given the constraints of the spring length (~50µm) and minimum feature size (.5µm), it
was determined that 20 finger pairs could be used per comb. In order remain within the limitations
set by the spring length and feature size, 20 finger pairs per comb give a length of 55µm. To
achieve a sub-100 Volt operation similar to that of the SOI, n, or the number of finger pairs must
be defined. The gate voltage from Equation 8 was plotted as a function of the number of finger
pairs for the SiGe device to identify n, in Figure 27. Figure 27 shows that at least 140 finger pairs
are needed to achieve sub-100 Volt operation. However, an even number of combs is crucial to
maintain symmetry, therefore, 160 finger pairs are selected (8 combs Χ 20 pairs/combs). Selecting
160 finger pairs will allow a voltage of operation of ~85 Volts.
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@ 6% strain

Figure 27: SiGe finger pairs vs. voltage
Finger characteristics are selected based on the fabrication capabilities, and material
parameters. Based on the smaller feature size of the SiGe device the finger overlap is reduced to
be to be less than 50% of the finger length. Given the small difference in actuation voltage between
the 25% and 50% overlap the SiGe overlap is reduced to be closer to the smaller % overlap. A
smaller % overlap is selected for the SiGe in comparison to the SOI due to the rising proclivity of
finger instability. Minute features, and thin structures have a higher tendency to face issues with
instability leading to failure, this is due to the large increment of electrostatic force in comparison
to lower stiffness ratio of the device. The reduction of overlap and finger length diminishes
possibility of collapse amongst the fingers.
In the pursuit to prevent recurring failures observed within the comb drive actuators, the
outer fingers of the comb are made wider than the fingers in the middle. This is due to the lack of
cancellation of forces in the outer fingers that can lead to their deformation. Therefore, to reduce
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the propensity of deflection in the outer fingers, their width is increased (i.e. to make them
stronger).
Some remaining device considerations are established based on the fabrication process.
Etching holes are placed in wide parts of the device (those greater than 3um) to enhance the release
of the suspended rotor. The mask devised to establish the fixed areas allow the stator and anchored
areas of the device to be reduced compared to those of the SOI process, such as the stators of the
combs.
The resulting design parameters for the SiGe design are given in Table 5.

Table 5: SiGe design parameters
Parameters
𝐸
w
t
L

SiGe
152
3
1.65
55
81.4

Units
GPa
µm
µm
µm
𝑁𝑚b8

< 100
182
8
20 per comb
5.5
1.5
1.5
2.5
100x100

volts
𝑁𝑚b8
N/A
N/A
µm
µm
µm
µm
µm3

𝑘;:;5 (lHGmnopqGm)
𝑉
𝑘 <;=
# of combs
Finger pairs: n
Finger length
Finger width
Finger overlap
Outer finger width
Area of pads

6.5 SIGE ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS
Utilizing the force balance model and the given parameters for the design in Table 5 the
device displacement as function of voltage is analytically calculated. Figure 28 plots the
displacement as function of voltage for the silicon germanium model. This plot presents an
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expected voltage for the 6% strain of the TMD using the SiGe model. Only one variation of finger
pairs is used (160 finger pairs) which shows that the critical strain is reached at ~85 Volts.

Figure 28: Strain vs voltage of SiGe device (percent strain regarding the TMD gap)
6.6 SIGE SIMULATED ANALYSIS
6.6.1 Material Database
The materials used for the SiGe process are silicon germanium (SiGe) for the structure,
aluminum oxide for the isolation of the substrate (Al2O3), and silicon dioxide for the sacrificial
layers. The metallic layers used for electrical enhancement and mechanical clamping will not be
included in the process and therefore not necessary in the material database.
6.6.2 Process Editor
The poly-SiGe device consists of a three-mask fabrication process which includes the use
of sacrificial layers to define anchoring as well as the structure. Similar to the SOI process, the
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electrical contact metal layers are not included due to their main contribution in the electrical and
mechanical anchoring properties, limiting their impact on the simulated analysis. Due to the
elimination of the metal layers in simulation, only the anchor and device masks will be employed
for the process. The sequential order of the processing steps begins with a silicon wafer to which
Al2O3 (~.08 µm) is deposited to isolate the substrate, followed by the first sacrificial low
temperature oxide layer (~.6 µm). Upon the deposition of the oxide and first sacrificial layer, a
lithography step follows, using the first mask to etch the LTO in order to define anchoring. The
deposition and patterning of the device material, silicon germanium (~1.65 µm) (LTO2 is not
added, since it is used to prevent the SiGe layer from being etched in unwanted areas upon
fabrication, not observed in simulation study). Lastly the structure is released, and due to the
“anchor” mask, the software allows for easier definition of fixed areas in the 3D model.
6.6.3 Layout Editor
The 2D layout editor was used to define the two masks used in the SiGe process. Figure
29 shows an overlay of the two masks in accordance with the set parameters given in Table 5. The
blue of the mask layout defines the anchored areas whereas the pink layout defines the device
structure.
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Figure 29: SiGe mask layout
Large anchored areas do not contribute any useful information of the operation
characteristics of the device but are needed for probing the real device. However, the large
anchored areas incur a computational cost proportional to their size. Since a fine mesh will be
needed to capture accurate results due to the thinness of the device, the large anchored areas are
computationally very expensive without contributing information regarding the actuation
mechanism of the device. Therefore, a reduced mask layout with the large anchored areas
eliminated was employed as shown in Figure 30 to reduce the simulation time.
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Figure 30: SiGe reduced mask layout
6.6.4 3D Model
Once the 3D model is built, only the layers subject to analysis will be included in the mesh
model. Before the creation of the mesh, areas of the device which will be further analyzed or
remain fixed must be named. Figure 31 illustrates the different regions of the device which specify
which areas are anchored, as well as where the TMD will be placed.
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Figure 31: 3D SiGe model, Vg, anchoring, TMD
6.6.5 MemMech Analysis
MemMech will aid in simulating the SiGe’s device’s stiffness. Stiffness is a critical
parameter for MEMS in order to identify the device’s voltage requirements, as well as its response
to large loads. Hooke’s Law is used to identify the simulated value of the device’s stiffness. Just
as was done for the SOI device, a load of 10µN is applied in the axis of actuation (y-axis). The
load was then divided by the displacement in order to obtain the stiffness.
Given in Table 6 are the results and characteristics for 3 meshes. A seen in the table, 3
meshes were tested, with differing element size, and aspect ratios, and ultimately different results
in their simulations. In comparison to the SOI device, a thicker device can allow less refinement
and obtain greater accuracy than a thinner one. In order to have similar number of mesh elements
and therefore calculation nodes, the element size must be greatly reduced in thinner structures. The
two initial meshes are Manhattan bricks, while the third mesh is a tetrahedron mesh. The
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Manhattan bricks mesh does not allow for higher degrees of refinement in specific areas, and
therefore would require very small element sizes. Given the large area of the device, minuscule
element sizes would require substantial computational power. The tetrahedron mesh allows
refinement in specific areas, therefore reducing the computational needs.
In order to reduce the computational cost required to improve accuracy, the tetrahedron
mesh’s was given a finger element size of 0.2µm, while the rest of the device was left at 1.5µm
(observed in Figure 32). The third mesh was chosen due to the smallest % error given in
comparison to the other meshes.

Table 6: SiGe mesh characteristics
Mesh

Element Size
(x,y,z)
1,1,1

Aspect
ratio:
range
[1.03,11]

Aspect
ratio:
average
1.97

1
2

.55,.55,.55

[1,7]

1.47

3

Fingers: .20
Other: 1.5

[1,13.9562]

1.71
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Sim. Time

Stiffness
(N/m)

% Difference
Sim vs. Analytical

00:00:44
(3000MB)
00:02:38
(3000MB)
00:25:37
(10,000MB)
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22.6%

61.6

24.32%

95.02

16.73%

Figure 32: SiGe mesh
6.6.6 CoSolveEM
The CoSolve electromechanical solver is once again used to obtain the displacement of the
device based on the applied voltage. The boundary conditions are used to define the fixed parts of
the device, the placement of the TMD, and where the voltage is applied. Similar to the SOI the
boundary condition of the TMD, it is applied using the force of the TMD based on Equation 9.
The simulation results can be visualized in Figure 33. The image illustrates the effect that
80 volts (we require about ~85 volts to reach 6% strain of TMD), has on the structure. The
deflection observed at the edges of the comb-rotors is greater than that observed for the SOI at the
same voltage. The thinness of the device augments the propensity for deflection in various areas,
such as the edges of the device, this can be attributed to the greater effect that forces, and stresses
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has on the comb. Figure 34 illustrates the voltage vs displacement of the structure, both the
simulation and calculated results.

Figure 33: SiGe comb displacement @ 80 volts
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Figure 34: Voltage vs Displacement of SiGe device
6.7 SOI & SIGE COMPARISON
The SiGe device also has a greater displacement in the z-direction than that encountered
for the SOI design. At the maximum voltage of 90 volts, the SOI device actuated about 0.037nm,
while the SiGe device actuated about 9nm at 80 volts. This is due to the thinness of the device, but
very importantly, the thickness of the oxide between the substrate and device layer. Once the oxide
is removed, forming a smaller gap between the device and substrate augments the capacitance
between the components, in this case in the z-direction. Therefore, a greater displacement is
achieved in the vertical direction when applying the voltage to the comb stators of the SiGe than
the SOI. Vertical displacement could also be considered a form of actuation, due to the large area
of the device, and small gap between the device and substrate. Voltage applied to the substrate can
aid in the use of lower voltage. Vertical actuation can be accomplished by the modeling of the
comb-drive as a parallel plate capacitor between the substrate and the device layer (as observed in
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Figure 35). The application of the voltage to the substrate will pull down the device, this can enable
actuation at lower voltages.

Figure 35: SiGe capacitor between substrate & device

Upon the simulation of the vertical actuation with the properties established in Table 7, the
device pulls in to the substrate (600nm gap) at 7-8 volts. This can be visualized in Figure 36, where
the greater amount of displacement is observed in the middle to end of device, due to the resistance
presented by the application of the TMD. However, this mode of actuation can be utilized for lower
actuation voltages in comparison to the lateral actuation used currently.
Table 7: Vertical actuation characteristics
Parameters

SiGe

Units

t

2.4

µm

𝑘 <;= (1L-MoS2)

124.24

𝑁𝑚b8

g

.6

µm
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Figure 36: Vertical actuation SiGe device (0-6 volts)
Stress upon the structure is also considered and compared between the SOI and SiGe
devices, due to the effect that stress has on devices that leads to failure. Due to the spring-like
nature of the device the greater degrees of stress are expected to be in the movable regions, such
as the springs due to the deformation they experience, as well as in the rotors. Stress can illustrate
the areas of the device most susceptible to deformation, whether desired (such as in the springs)
or undesired (in areas such as the fingers). In Figure 37, we can observe the overall stress in all of
the device, while in Figure 38, we can see a closer look at the stress in the fingers. Overall the
SiGe device experiences a greater degree of stress in comparison to the SOI. The thickness of the
device aides in the stability of the overall device. While also considering that the effect of high
voltages on slimmer, thinner fingers leads to the propensity of greater stress and likelihood of
finger stability.
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b.)

a.)

n

Figure 37: Stress comparison: a.) SOI @ 80 volts b.) SiGe @ 80 volts

b.)

a.)

n
Figure 38: Stress comparison in fingers: a.) SOI @ 80 volts b.) SiGe @ 80 volts
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
The work of this thesis consisted in the design and simulation of MEMS actuators to strain
2D materials up to 6%, while optimizing the desigs based on available fabrication capabilities.
In the SOI design, overall material thickness aides the stability and resistance of out-ofplane deflections, and overall propensity of stress. This is compared to the thinner SiGe device
which experiences greater out of plane displacement, and overall greater degrees of stress.
Thickness of the device also enhances the electrostatic force to lower the actuation voltage in the
SOI design, while the SiGe counteracts this with the smaller gaps in the combs. The finger overlap
should be maintained within a 25-50% overlap to reduce the propensity in side instability of fingers
observed at higher percent overlap, particularly in the SiGe device. The SiGe device should have
smaller overlap in the fingers due to the greater susceptibility of slimmer, thinner fingers to stress
from large loads. Vertical actuation is an alternative mode of actuation for the SiGe, which can
enable lower voltages and greater displacements.
The meshing of the devices which can enhance or diminish accuracy of the simulation
results should be much greater for thinner devices, especially if below 2um in thickness. Reduction
of mask layout to the most crucial components of the device can allow for reducing the
computational resources needed. Furthermore, tetrahedrons mesh can also be utilized to refine the
most important regions of the device.
The analytical and simulated work illustrate the design of a new MEMS actuator which
integrates 2D materials to alternate between on-off states in the quest to counteract the limitations
of CMOS.
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